Mezzo Flush Large
Ceiling or wall mounted
Installation Instructions

Technical
bulbs

240v - 1 x G9 mains halogen - 25 watt max
120v - 1 x G9 mains halogen - 25 watt max

weight

1kg (2.2lbs)

certification

CE compliant
IP44 (240v only)

cleaning

Satin Brass
To clean use a soft dry cloth. If any marks remain clean the area using a damp soft cloth then dry afterwards
with a soft cloth.
Polished Nickel
To clean use a soft dry cloth. If any marks remain clean the area using a damp soft cloth then dry afterwards
with a soft cloth.
Glass
Remove the glass from the fixture and clean using a damp dust cloth, make sure you dry the glass fully prior
putting it back on the fixture.

Components
Parts supplied as below, carefully unwrap them prior to installation.

1 x Opal glass shade

1 x Adaptor plate
2 x screws
(120v only)

1 x Mezzo Flush

Before Installation
Installation must be carried out by a qualified electrician.
Check that the surface the fixture is being mounted to is suitable and strong enough to support the weight of the fitting.
Always wear soft cotton gloves when installing the fixture.
Carefully unwrap the product and handle with care during installation.
Please note; we do not supply bulbs or mounting screws.
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Step 1 - 240v
A. Make the electrical connection between the ceiling/wall and

the fitting ensuring all wires are colour matched and the fitting is
earthed correctly.

B. Before mounting the fitting, ensure that the surface being

mounted to is flat and smooth to create a secure seal around
the back plate.
Fit the backplate to the surface using screws suitable for the surface
you are mounting to tightly, creating a secure seal.

Step 1 - 120v
A. Fix the Adaptor plate to the junction box using suitable screws
(not supplied).

B. Make the electrical connection between the ceiling/wall and

the fitting ensuring all wires are colour matched and the fitting is
earthed correctly.
Gently push the electrical connections into the junction box and
screw the fitting onto the adaptor plate using the supplied screws.
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Step 2
Fit the bulb to the lampholder followed by the opal glass shade.
To fit the opal glass shade, gently pinch the spring clips inwards
and push the glass over the brass cap.
Do not release the glass shade too quickly as this may damage
the fitting.
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